
Healing & Clearing with the Whales Session 

Format for Facilitator and Practitioner to Follow for Clients 

1st Session   (or more). 

SETTING UP THE SESSON: 

1. Create a Client Form/Folder with their Name, 

Address, Email, Phone number. 

2. Certified Practitioners will collect fees prior to the 

start a scheduled session. 

3. Send a confirmation email or make a personal phone call to confirm your session 

48 hours before it is scheduled. 

4. Ask your client to write down their intentions for their Healing Session before your 

session begins. Ask them to declare that which they wish to heal.  Be sure to tell 

them that everything they share is confidential.  

5. Long Distance Sessions: Explain that they will receive a Power Point Presentation 

from you about 15 minutes before the session begins that they will use while you 

begin the session together on the phone. 

6. In Person Sessions:  Explain that you will send the Power Point to them via email 

after the session is over, for them to continue the healing work at home. 

 

SESSION STRUCTURE: 

1. Turn on your Recorder 

2. Open Sacred Space and Set Up a Cetacean Grid around the home/s. 

 

3. Explain to your Client that the Session is divided up into 3 sections. 

A: Wisdom Teachings and Sharing Information from the Cetaceans.  Explain that they will 

be viewing a Power Point presentation with you, or on their own computer during the 

session. 

B:  Then a relaxed Healing follows, where more Wisdom will be shared in a meditation.  

They are to lie down where they can hear the Speaker from their phone, or listen on 

headphones to the meditations you will play for them in person.  They not required to stay 

awake during the meditation, because you will send the recordings of the meditations 

used during their session to them following the session, to continue their work at home.  

The Wisdom teachings from the meditation will greatly assist them in making contact with 

the Great Whales that are available to help them, and in building their trust with the 

relationships they will form with the Whales. 

C:  After the healing session, they will receive a personal message from the Great Whale 

that worked with them and they will be sealed in golden light. 

 
4. Show Power Point #1 – Sharing stories and wisdom as you proceed.   

 

5. When you get to Slide #32 you will want to offer your Client Blessed Water or have them get 

up and get a glass or bottle of Water to be Blessed.  I reference Dr. Emoto and his amazing work, 

proving through his photography that water is sentient.  When we bless the water in our bodies, we 

change the crystalline structure of the water molecules in our own body, preparing us for the healing 

with the Whales. 

 



6. Suggested Water Blessing:  Water we bless you, 

water we love you.  Water we honor you.  Please 

forgive us for polluting you or harming you in any 

way.                                                                      I AM 

Sorry, Please Forgive Me, Thank You, I Love You (3x)                                                                 

Through the Power of Our Divine Essence, We raise 

the vibration of this water and the water in our bodies 

to the highest possible vibration now.   

Drink the water and use it to anoint your body and ask 

the Client if they want to anoint their body.                                                                                                                                            

Note:  I put Andara Crystals in the water I offer to my clients 

and bless the water each day. 

7. After Slide 39, ask the Client to read their notes that they brought with them, regarding their 

Intentions for the Session.  Sometimes they will speak from their hearts. Assure them that all 

that they share is confidential and will not be repeated. 

 

8. Offer the client Puddah Power Essence Oils to raise their vibration before they lie down.  If 

they are long distance, describe the oils as you put them on etherically.                                                

The client may have oils of their own they would like to use to raise their vibration. 

 

9. Take a moment for the Client to lie down.                                                                                                       

- Long Distance, they should be comfortable with a scarf or blindfold covering their eyes, a 

blanket and a darkened room.                                                                                                                         

– In Person:  You provide the bed or massage table, the blindfold, headphones for them to 

listen to the meditation or You Tube with.  Adjust the Volume for the headphones first. 

 

10. When they say they are ready ask them to open to merge with the Light Body of the Great 

Whale that is coming to work on them.  Ask them to gently enter into the Left Eye of the Whale 

and relax. 

 

11.  As the Wisdom meditations begin, place your crystals on their body.  Suggested locations 

are: Solar Plexis, a crystal in the palm of each of their hands, a crystal on each side of their 

head, ear level.  Additional crystals can be put on their heart and on top of their thighs.  I also 

use a grounding crystal between their ankles.  The crystals are not required, but they do 

greatly enhance and accelerate the energies.  (Time your Guided Messages and Meditations to 

about 30 minutes) 

 

12. Sit at their feet and open to receive the wisdom and healing messages from the Great Whale.  

Sometimes you will receive the name of the Whale ambassador, but it is not required to know 

the Whales name.  Journal the message and keep it in the Client folder for future reference.   

 

13. When the Meditation is complete, shift your music to soft Whale sounds in the background.  

Suggestions are Into the Deep – Hemi-Sync or Kamal Reiki Whale 

 

14.  Remove the Blindfold and Headphones.   

 

15. Ask them to continue to relax while lying down while you offer the personal Whale Message 

for them. 

 

16. Now ask them to come out of the Right Eye of the Great Whale and return their consciousness 

into their body.  I usually suggest they integrate into the Crown Chakra. 



 

17. Share these words: “The Great Whale has used the power 

of their energy and the Violet Flame to clear every cell, 

every molecule, every atom and every subatomic particle of 

your body, in multidimensional realms, both forwards and 

backwards in time.  And now the Great Whale bows to 

Prime Creator Source and you have received a powerful 

infusion of Divine White Golden Light, that is filling every 

cell, every molecule, every atom and every subatomic 

particle with the highest vibration of Light that you can 

sustain.  Many Blessings!” 

 

18. Then see them, and describe to them, that they are being 

sealed in a beautiful translucent golden egg of Light with the assistance of the Whales and 

Celestial Light friends.  This golden egg seals in their new and upgraded vibration.   

 

19.  Ask them to breathe deeply, sit up and offer them some blessed water.  Most people will need 

a minute to integrate and put on their shoes, stand up and become conscious.   

 

20.  General Advice from the Whales:  Usually the healing will continue for about 8-10 earth days.  

They are to nurture themselves during that time and avoid any drama, and loud environments.  

Ask them to stay in the vibration of love and Unity consciousness to fully integrate the 

clearing and healing energies. Take note of any other or different advice you receive from the 

Whales.  Most will greatly benefit from continuing the affirmations and meditations at home.  

 

21.  Close the Sacred Space and offer a Prayer 

 

22. Turn off the recorder.   I tell them I will send the recording of the session to them within 48 

hours of the session.  I suggest Hightail.com, but there are other companies that can send 

large files. 

 

23. Suggest that they continue doing the session from start to finish at home to continue the 

healing work.  Explain that they will greatly benefit from continuing the affirmations and 

meditations at home.   

 

24. This is a good time to give them your business card and a flyer for future healing 

appointments.  Answer any questions they have.  Some people will need 2 or more additional 

Healing and Clearing sessions before they are ready for Light Body Activations. 

 

25.  I also suggest if you have 5-6 minutes left, that you show them a VISUAL film piece that is 

educational.  It makes a wonderful closing to your session and they get to SEE the Whales 

and hear a powerful message right before you end the appointment. 

 

Suggestions:  Messages from the Whales & Dolphins for Humanity.   

This is from the film “Ascension Guidance – Living in Your Sacred Heart” 

This is also a You Tube, which you can easily send a link to them in an email.  

https://youtu.be/LGwU2Mcgw54 
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